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the mail would be deemed sufficient to constitute an acceptance by
the government, the bidder had the right to expect personal notice,
or at least to insist that, if the mail was used to convey notice, the
acceptance of the proposal should not be deemed complete or effec-
tual to bind the bidder until the agency employed to convey the
notice had delivered it into the hands of the bidder. We think,
therefore, that the district court erred in deciding that the deposit
of the notice of acceptance in the mail some 5 or 6 days before the
expiration of the 60 days during which the proposal was to remain
open was a sufficient acceptance to bind the defendants. We think
that the jury should have been instructed, under the circumstances
heretofore detailed, that if they found that the notice of acceptance
did not in fact reach Haldane and Moore, or either of them, until
July 31, 1890, they were not bound to abide by and carry out their
proposal.
It was suggested in the charge of the learned trial judge, but not

decided, that possibly the government had the right to accept the de-
fendants' bid even after the lapse of 60 days; that the stipulation in
the circular that the bid should not be withdrawn for 60 days was
not tantamount to a statement that it should not be subject to accept-
ance after that time. We cannot assent to that view. In the ab-
sence of the clause not to withdraw the bid for 60 days, it would only
have remained open for a reasonable time. By the insertion of the
clause in question, the parties to the transaction, in effect, deter-
mined how long ought to be allowed for acceptance, and, by in-
ference at least, they agreed that more than 60 days was an unreason-
able period for the proposal to remain open and unaccepted.
For the error heretofore pointed out, the judgment of the district

court is reversed, and tjle cause is remanded for a new trial.
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No. 596.
1. NEGLIGENCE-PROXIMATE FOR JURY.

In an action against a railroad company for damages 1'0r the death 01'
an employe in an accident caused by a train runmng into an open switch,
the negligence charged was the failure to provide a target upon the switch.
There was evidence that it was the custom of the railroad company to
maintain targets on its switches, to notify engineers whether they were
open or closed, and that if there had been a target on the switch in ques-
tion the engineer of the train would have been notified that the switch
was open, in time, probably, to avert the accident. Held, that it was not
error to refuse to instruct the jury that the plaintiff had failed to show
that the failure to maintain the target was the proximate cause of the in-
jury, but that that question was for the jury.

2. SAME-RULE OF SAFE PLACE-HARMLESS ERROR.
The extent of the duty of the master to the servant in the matter of

place of service is to exercise ordinary care to furnish him a reasonably
safe place, and to use ordinary care and diligence to keep it in a reasona·
bly safe condition, and it is error for a court to charge the jury that it is
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the master's duty to furnish the servant a reasonably safe place. This
court has repeatedly so held. Railway Co. v. Jarvi, 3 C. C. A. 433, 53
Fed. 65, 67, 68; Gowen v. Harley, 6 C. C. A. 100, 197, 56 Fed. 980; Rail-
way Co. v. Linney, 7 C. C. A. 656, 660, 59 Fed. 48. In this case the court
fell into this error by making this broad statement in one portion of its
charge, but it subsequently so clearly defined the extent and limits of
the duty of the master in this particular case that there is no doubt that
the jury were governed by the true rule, and were not misled.

In Error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the Eastern
District of Arkansas.
This was an action by Mrs. D. L. Needham and T. B. T. Williams,

a minor, by his next friend, said Mrs. Needham; against the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern Hailway Company, to recover damages for
the death of D. L. Needham. Judgments recovered by the plaintiff
on two successive trials were reversed on error. 3 C. C. A. 129, 52
Fed. 371, and 11 C. C. A. 56, 63 Fed. 107. On the third trial, plain-
tiffs again recovered judgment. Defendant brings error. Affirmed.
Geo. E. Dodge and B. S. Johnson filed brief for plaintiff in error.
J. C. Marshall, C. T.Coffman, and James P. Clarke filed brief for

defendants in error.
Before CALDWELL, SANBORN, and THAYER, Circuit Judges.

SANBORN, dircuit Judge. On a dark night in December, 1889,
at Alexander, in the state of Arkansas, a train of cars upon the rail-
road of the St. Louis, Iron MountaiJi & Southern Hailway Company,
the plaintiff in error, ran upon a spur track through an open switch;
and Dan L. Needham, who was in the service of the railroad com-
pany as the fireman on this train, was killed. The switch had been
left open by the carelessness of some of his fellow servants on a pre-
ceding train, and in Railway Co. v. Needham, 11 C. C. A. 56, 63 Fed.
107, we held that his widow, Mrs. D. L. Needham, the defendant in
error,could not recover of the railroad company for the carelessness
of these fellow servants. The case has been retried, and a verdict
and judgment rendered against the company on the ground that it
was negligent because it failed to maintain a target upon the switch
which opened and closed the spur track upon which this train ran.
lt is assigned as error that the court below refused to instruct the

jury to return a verdict for the defendant on the ground that the
, plaintiff had failed to show that the proximate cause of the death of
Needham was the failure of the company to maintain the target upon
the switch. If it was the duty of the railroad company to maintain
a target upon this switch, and its negligence in the discharge of this
duty directly contributed to the injury of the deceased, it is no de-
fense for the company that the negligence of his fellow servants also
contributed to the fatal result. One is liable for an injury caused
by the concurring negligence of himself and another, to the same ex-
tent as for one caused entirely by his own negligence. Railway Co.
v. Chambers, 68 Fed. 148, 153, and cases there cited. There was
evidence in this case that it was the custom of the railway company
to maintain targets upon the switches along its road for the purpose
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of notifying the engineers who were driving the engines over it wheth-
er the various switches were open or closed. It was the custom, and
undoubtedly the duty, of the engineers, to look for these targets as
they approached the various switches along the road. The engineer
of the train which met with this accident testified that if there had
been a target upon this switch he could have seen it, and would have
been notified that the switch was open, more than 120 feet before he
could learn that fact by a view of the rails themselves. He also
testified that if he had received a longer notice that the switch was
open, so that his engine and train would inevitably run upon the
spur track, he and the other members of the crew upon the train
would have had a better opportunity to decrease its speed, and to get
safely from it, before the engine rushed off the end of the spur. In
our opinion, there was ample evidence here to warrant the jury in
the inference that the absence of the target from the switch contrib-
uted to the fatal accident to the deceased. As the case was, only
the engine, tender, and the forward trucks of the car next the engine
went off the end of the spur. It may well have been that, if the en-
gineer had received notice of the open switch when he was 120 feet
more distant from it, he and his fellow servants on the train could
have so slackened its speed that Needham might have escaped with-
out injury. The very purpose of the target is to give this notice.
To hold, as a matter of law, that the absence of the target could not
have contributed to the injury, is to hold that its presence was use-
less. What is the proximate cause of an injury, and what directly
contributed to an injury, are ordinarily questions of fact,for the jury,
and the evidence in this case brings it completeiy within this rule.
Insurance Co. v. Melick, 12 C. C. A. 544, 546, 65 Fed. 178; Railway
Co. v. Callaghan, 6 C. C. A. 205,208,56 Fed. 988; Railway Co. v. Kel-
logg, 94 U. S. 469,474,476.
The second error assigned is that the court below erred in charging:

the jury that the defendant company, as master of the deceased fire-
man, Needham, was bound, under the relationship that existed be-
tween them, to furnish him with a reasonably safe place in which to
discharge the duties he was engaged to perform. This declaration,
taken by itself, was erroneous. The rule is, as we have said again
and again, that the extent of the duty of the master to the servant,
in this respect, is to exercise ordinary care to furnish reasonably safe
machinery and appliances, and to use ordinary care and diligence to
keep them in a reasonably safe condition. Railway Co. v. Jarvi, 3
C. C. A. 433, 53 Fed. 65, 67, 68; Gowen v. Harley, 6 C. C. A. 190, 197,
!"l6 Fed. 980; Railway Co. v. Linney, 7 C. C. A. 656, 660, 59 Fed. 48.
But when the facts of this case-are considered, and the entire charge
of the court is carefully' read, they show, beyond all doubt, that this
declaration of the court below could not have misled the jury. The
only negligence claimed or proved against the railroad company in
this case was the failure to provide and maintain the target upon the
switch. The evidence tended to show that it was the custom of the
railroad company to maintain such targets at all of its switches. that
there had been one at this switch, that it had been knocked off about
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a month before the accident, and that it had never been. replaced.
After giving the general declaration to which we have referred, the
court charged the jury that if they found that the evidence establish-
ed these facts, and that the targets in use by the railroad company
were intended to, and did, notify its engineers on approaching trains
whether said switches were connected with the side tracks or with
the main line; that such targets were relied upon by the defeJ;ldant's
employes for that purpose; that the company knew, or by the exercise
of a reasonable inspection could have known, that there wa,S no target
there; that the deceased did not know that there was no such target
there, and was not negligently ignorant thereof,-and if they further
found that the absence of such customary target on the switch caused
or contributed to the death of the deceased, then they would find that
the defendant was negligent in not supplying the target, and liable to
the plaintiff for such damages as resulted to her in consequence there-
of. He also charged them that if they found that the presence on the
switch in question of the customary target would not have prevented
the death of the deceased, and that the absence of the target neither
caused nor contributed to his death, then they must find for the de-
fendant, although they found that the switch was left open by the
servants of the company. This was a clear, correct, and explicit
enunciation of the law applicable to the specific facts of this particu-
lar case. No intelligent juror could have heard this charge without
clearly understanding the exact extent of the master's duty here.
The portion of the charge excepted to is in the nature of a broad state-
ment of a general duty that, the court conceived, rested upon the mas-
ter in this regard. Standing alone and unqualified, it is an er.roneous
statement. But the remainder of the charge clearly defines the ex-
tent and limit of the duty of the master in this particular case, in
strict accordance, as we think, with the established rule. An excep-
tion cannot be sustained to an isolated sentence of the charge of the
court, when the entire charge upon that subject fairly states the law.
For this reason this assignment cannot be sustained. Railway Co.
v. Linney, 7 C. C. A. 656, 660, 59 Fed. 45; Railway Co. v. James, 12
U. S. App. 482, 6 C. O. A. 217, 56 Fed. 1001; Railroad Co. v. Mackey,
157 U. S. 72, 15 Sup. Ct. 491,495; Railroad Co. v. Gladmon, 15 Wall.
401, 409; Evanston v. Gunn, 99 U. So 660,668; Stewart v. Ranche
00.,128 U. S. 383, 385, 388,9 Sup. Ct. 101; Spencer v. Tozer, 15 Minn.
146 (Gil. 112); Peterson v. Railway 00., 38 Minn. 511, 39 N. W. 485;
Simpson v. Krumdick, 28 Minn. 352, 10 N. W. 18. The judgment be-
low must be affirmed, with costs, and it is so ordered.
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UNION IRON WORKS v. SMITH et aI.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit. September 2, 1895.)

No. 589.
t. PATENTS-WHAT CONSTITUTES INVENTION-MECHANICAL SKILL.

Where a guide bar is adapted to slide laterally upon a rod or shaft, and
to carry with it a circular saw, also movable upon its shaft, It requires
only mechanical sklll to apply the leYer, which actuates the guide bar,
between the points of resistance, so as to obviate a tendency to bind when
it is applied only at one end. Nor does it require Invention to construct
in two pieces a guide bar formerly made of a single piece, where the lat-
ter form is inconvenient or unserviceable.

2. SAME-GANG EDGERS.
The Armstrong patent, No. 445,647, for improvements in, gang edgers,

held void as to claims 1 and 3, for want of invention over the Parish pat-
ent No. 369,025.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the DiEl-
trict of Minnesota.
This was a suit in equity by Henry H. Smitu and Alvarado Rich-

ardson, copartners doing business as Smith & Richardson and as the
Diamond Iron Works, against the Union Iron Works, a corporation,
for alleged infringement of a patent relating to improvements in gang
edgers. In the circuit court a decree was rendered for complainants.
64 Fed. 583. Defendant appeals.
P. H. Gunckel, for appellant.
A. C. Paul (C. G. Hawley, on the brief), for
Before CALDWELL, SANBORN, and THAYER, Circuit

SANBORN, Circuit Judge. This is an appeal from a decree en-
joining the Union Iron Works, a corporation, the appellant, from con-
structing and vending machines containing the combination described
in the first and third claims of letters patent No. 445,647, issued Feb-
ruary 3, 1891, to Henry H. Smith and Alvarado Richardson, the ap-
pellees, as assignees of Frederick N. Armstrong, for improvements in
gang edgers. The machine manufactured by the appellant was made
according to a pattern copied from one of the machines made under
these letters patent, and, if these two claims of the patent are valid,
they were undoubtedly infringed by the appellant. The real defense
to this suit is that there was no patentable novelty in the improve-
ments shown in the combinations so claimed. Gang edgers are ma-
chines used in modern sawmills to cut the rough edges from boards
in order to make them of uniform width. They had been described in
many patents, and had been used in substantially the same form in
which they appear in the patent in suit for many years before this
patent was issued. They consist of a number of circular saws driven
by a shaft on which they are free to move lengthwise of the shaft,
suitable machinery for feeding the boards to the saws, and suitable
machinery for moving and adjusting the saws in proper positions upon
the shaft while they are in motion, and for holding them
there, so that without any unnecessary waste they will strip off the
rough edges of successive boards of varying width as the latter come


